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Abstract: Document classification is one of the most critical steps in the document analysis pipeline.
There are two types of approaches for document classification, known as image-based and multimodal approaches. Image-based document classification approaches are solely based on the inherent
visual cues of the document images. In contrast, the multimodal approach co-learns the visual and
textual features, and it has proved to be more effective. Nonetheless, these approaches require a huge
amount of data. This paper presents a novel approach for document classification that works with a
small amount of data and outperforms other approaches. The proposed approach incorporates a
hierarchical attention network (HAN) for the textual stream and the EfficientNet-B0 for the image
stream. The hierarchical attention network in the textual stream uses dynamic word embedding
through fine-tuned BERT. HAN incorporates both the word level and sentence level features. While
earlier approaches rely on training on a large corpus (RVL-CDIP), we show that our approach works
with a small amount of data (Tobacco-3482). To this end, we trained the neural network at Tobacco3482 from scratch. Therefore, we outperform the state-of-the-art by obtaining an accuracy of 90.3%.
This results in a relative error reduction rate of 7.9%.
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1. Introduction
Documents play a pivotal role in all of the fields of business communication and
record-keeping [1]. Automatic information extraction from documents is a challenging
task [2]. In general, the physical documents are first scanned or photographed before
the information extraction process can begin. Document classification is considered an
essential task in various Document Image Processing Pipelines (DIPP). The classification
of documents into different known classes helps to improve the overall performance
of document processing systems [1]. Consequently, many approaches are proposed for
document classification that uses either text content [3–5] or document structure [6–9] to
categorize documents into different classes or use both of the modalities [10–13]. There
has been much advancement in this area, especially using deep learning methods [6,14,15].
With the advent of AlexNet [16], there has been tremendous growth in the research and
performance of Deep neural networks. There have been numerous experiments and much
research conducted with different computer vision models such as VGNet [17], Resnet [18],
InceptionNet [19], etc. The documents are treated as conventional images and thus have
the models delivered satisfactory results with classification tasks.
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Many documents are structurally the same but differ in the textual content. Therefore,
these document images convey high-level structural information with their features, but the
low-level features that can disambiguate visually similar images have remained uninvestigated for a long time. Various papers investigate the possibility of involving additional
features to improve the accuracy such as [10,11,13]. These papers obtained state-of-the-art
results. They use a powerful OCR (Optical Character Recognition) engine such as [20] to
extract the text from the given document images and learn textual features along with
visual features. This helps in solving cases where the documents are visually similar.
In this paper, we employ a similar approach, i.e., we use both the visual and textual
features. We initially pass the document Images through a visual stream. Previous approaches used much deeper models such as Resnet [18] and InceptionNet [19]. However,
these networks require an enormous amount of training time. To speed up this process,
we train the visual stream with EfficientNet [21]. Here, the model is scaled up uniformly
with careful balance on the network’s depth, width, and resolution. EfficientNet offers
various models with different compound coefficients. In particular, EfficientNet-B0 and
EfficientNet-B7 have better results, being up to six times faster while reducing the network
depth up to 12% of previous sizes. This paper has used EfficientNet-B0, a lighter version of
the model, but the results are better than other deep networks such as Resnet-50. As reported in [21], its Top-1 accuracy is nearly 1.5% more than Resnet-50, while it uses nearly
five times fewer parameters. Therefore, we used this network that does not only help in
improving the accuracy of the visual stream but also reduces the training time considerably.
As discussed above, in some documents, e.g., Letters, Memos, and Reports, the contents predominantly have text information. Visually all of them seem similar and also have
high inter-class similarity. Therefore, incorporating text features and visual features can
result in better performance. Thus, we incorporate Hierarchical Attention Network [5] to
incorporate text features. The hierarchical Attention Network model performs conventionally better as it splits the text into words and sentences. It receives the information through
the Attention Model on both levels and combines them hierarchically, thus learning rich
low-level features. This helps immensely in classifying the overlapping type of classes.
To enhance this, instead of static word embedding, which is unaware of the context, we
replace it with dynamic word embedding, BERT [22]. We initially fine-tune it for our document text corpus, so it learns all the contextual information and maps the words occurring
in different contexts as different embeddings. This embedding is passed as the embedding
layer in the Hierarchical Attention Model. The combination of these two increased the
accuracy of the text model by a considerable amount.
The proposed model is better in comparison to other approaches [9–11,23] not only in
terms of accuracy but also in terms of efficiency. The previous approaches use huge models
in terms of the number of parameters. Training such networks would take a long time
and require an extensive dataset. With the EfficientNet model, the network becomes much
lighter but provides comparable results. Moreover, HAN provides better textual stream
performance. Thus, our major contribution in this paper includes an improvement in the
enhancement of textual stream, reduction in learnable parameters and training time for the
visual stream, and improvement in overall performance for Document Image Classification
even with much less data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 walks through prior literary
works in the field of Document classification. Next, Section 3 narrates textual Section 3.2 and
visual streams Section 3.1 in detail and, finally, the assembling of these streams Section 3.3.
Section 4.2 presents the exhaustive overview of the datasets used in Section 4.1, the experimental setup inSection 4.2, implementation details in Section 4.3, and the results Section 4.4.
In the next Section 5, we evaluate our results in comparison with the previous results for
this task. We also discuss the reasons behind various behaviors of the model. Finally,
Section 6 concludes our experiments with the potential future works to elevate the results.
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2. Related Work
There have been many works done on document image classification. Earlier work extensively focused on extracting text features from the documents and hence was popularly
recognized as text document classification [24–26]. Using CNNs for the document images
roots back to the early work proposed by Lecun et al. [27]. In this work, authors employed
CNNs for digit recognition. Although it was a shallow network, it had an excellent result
compared to other approaches. However, the work of Afzal et al. [1] using Alexnet as a
classifier model treating documents as images paved the way for increased research on
visual features consideration. This work showed that transfer learning could improve the
results considerably. Furthermore, in the meantime, Harley et al. [8] developed an enormous dataset called RVL-CDIP that consisted of 400,000 image documents. Afzal et al. [1]
used this dataset to train the model using transfer learning and then used this model to
classify the Tobacco-3482 dataset (distinct classes of this dataset are as shown in Figure 1).
All the subsequent works started using this approach. Later, Afzal et al. [7] proposed the
use of Resnet-50 as the model, which drastically increased the accuracy of the classification
to elevate the number to 91.3%. The numbers truly made a difference to prior work and set
a new benchmark.

Figure 1. Sample images from each class of Tobacco-3482 dataset. We can see similarities in visual structures for many classes. Furthermore, some documents have images and hence text plays insignificant
roles. In some others, the text is complex or too blurred for the OCR engine to extract complete or meaningful text from the image. The classes in the image from left to right are: (first row) Advertisement,
E-mail, Form, Letter, Memo, (second row) News, Note, Report, Resume, and Scientific.

Abuelwafa et al. [28] came up with an unsupervised classification approach. In this
work, the author specifies that the model was trained only on the input image and no
annotated data. The model was designed to study the visual features of the input image. The authors [28] trained the model on an auxiliary task in which the input was
associated with a different label and expanded to multiple images through a data augmentation technique. This method boosted the performance of the model to a greater extent.
Koelsch et al. [29] came up with another approach of Real-Time Document Image classification. In their research, the authors proposed that the time for training on bigger data for a
long time can be reduced using their two-stage approach. In the first stage of the model,
the features were extracted using the Deep network. In the latter stage, Extreme Learning
Machines (ELMs) were employed to make classification decisions. With this, the relative
error was reduced by 25% compared to the previous work of DeepDoc classifier [1] and
the training time was significantly reduced to near real-time, and it took only 3.066 s to
predict close to 2400 document images.
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In another paper by Roy et al. [30], the generalized, compact, and powerful CNNs were
used to study the features of the input images, and then Support Vector Machines [31] were
employed to combine the individual CNNs. The main contribution from the authors in the
method was on the supervised layerwise training of DCNNs in classification tasks for more
accurate weight initialization. Saddami et al. [32] proposed an approach to degradation
classification on three different datasets for their experiments, namely the Document
Image Binarization Contest (DIBCO) [33–40], Persian Heritage Image Binarization Dataset
(PHIBD) [41], and private Jawi datasets [42,43] for experimental purposes. Another paper
that inspired us to dive into this classification task was the work by Zingaro et al. [44],
which focused on the multimodal side. The authors proposed a side-tuning framework for
multimodal document classification.
However, all these works missed critical information provided by the text inside
and could not categorize highly overlapping document classes. To address this problem,
Asim et al. [10] presented a new approach in which they extracted both text and image features and assembled both to give the corresponding class. Their feature ranking algorithm
based on the ACC2 method further increased the classification performance. They could
achieve an accuracy as high as 95.8%. This pioneering work on the two-stream approach
or multimodal assembling set a new benchmark. Nevertheless, the fact that it relied on
text content obtained from the OCR engine that is still not completely accurate made it
limited. To address this, the authors used multichannel CNN, where one of the channels
used Word2Vec [45] initialization, however, it still could not give a high hit rate. To address
this issue, Souhail et al. [11] came up with another approach, where they used both static
and dynamic word embedding. They used Glove [46] and FastText [47] for static word
embedding and BERT for dynamic word embedding. With this experiment, they showed
that the result could be improved as BERT focuses on contextualized vectors and hence
even if OCR failed to identify the words in between, BERT could fill it up based on the
context and thus addressing the issue. They obtained considerably higher numbers for
each class compared to earlier approaches such as Multichannel CNN. In addition to the
InceptionNet used by previous papers such as Asim et al. [10], Souhail et al. [11] also
considered using a lighter version of the model to be used for the visual stream, as it would
reduce the training time immensely. For the purpose, the authors tried both NasNet [48]
Large for actual flow and NasNet [48] mobile for a lighter version. This experiment showed
that the model could work better even with a lighter version for the classes rich with
visual content. For instance, for the classes such as Advertisement, File folder, E-mail,
etc., the accuracy of NasNet mobile was almost the same as Nasnet Large. However, it
performed badly for classes such as Report, Invoice, etc. The larger version was not the
best either, and these classes had to rely on combined textual and visual stream information
to obtain better results. Therefore, the small dip was affordable at the cost of the model’s
size and the training time.
Inspired by this experiment, Javier et al. [13] employed a different strategy, in which
they employed an even lighter model, yet it was better performing, namely EfficientNet [21].
Furthermore, to speed up the process, they used multiple GPUs and trained using data
parallels. This also helped to increase batch size, leading to better classification performance.
Because of this added advantage, the authors reported higher accuracy by employing the
model directly on a smaller dataset, Tobacco-3482. The need to train for a longer time on a
huge dataset could be circumvented with RVL-CDIP. As a result, they achieved accuracy as
high as 89.47% compared to earlier approaches by Noce et al. [12] and Audebert et al. [23]
that were trained only on Tobacco-3482 and not on RVL-CDIP and had the accuracy of
79.8% and 87.8%, respectively.
We propose a novel approach that combines the visual and textual features. While
the visual part is inspired by the work of Javier et al. [13], we introduced an improved
way of extraction of the textual features that are based on Hierarchical Attention Network. As a result, the combined classifier behaves more intuitively and has significantly
improved accuracy.
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3. Methodology
This section will explain the model we proposed and all the details related to the
model’s training. However, in this paper, we mainly intend to experiment with lighter
version models, dynamic word embedding, and hierarchical attentions. For the sake of completeness, we conducted two experiments, one with pretraining on the RVL-CDIP dataset
and then classifying smaller Tobacco-3482 data, another directly training on Tobacco-3482
data and classifying its test data. While several papers pre-train on RVL-CDIP and have
better results [10,11,13], there are only a few attempts that work directly on a smaller
dataset to work better. Figure 2 explicitly shows the overall network architecture or the
flow of the network. It is mainly divided into textual and visual streams, which we will
discuss in detail in the following subsections.

Figure 2. The figure depicts the overall architecture of the network. As we can see, the document
image is split into two streams. The textual stream consists of an OCR engine, fine-tuned BERT,
and the HAN model in series. The visual stream is composed of a preprocessing layer and an
EfficientNet model. The features from both streams are then assembled with equal concatenation
and finally passed on to the fully connected layers with softmax to classify against ten classes of the
Tobacco-3482 dataset.

3.1. Visual Stream
In this stream, we handle the extraction of visual features from the document images.
First, the image is preprocessed using ImageNet specific preprocessing [49]—It includes
downscaling the images to 384 × 384 zero centring with imagenet data which is eventually
used as pretraining weights for the model. Next, we use EfficientNet and train it with
the RVL-CDIP dataset as a classifier model. EfficientNet is a new mobile-sized baseline.
The compound scaling method employed in this network is a deciding factor for the variant
of EfficientNet. This network [21] is developed by leveraging a multi-objective neural
architecture search that optimizes both accuracy and FLOPS. In addition, there exists a
hyperparameter that controls the trade-off between accuracy and FLOPS. Meanwhile,
the compound scaling method ensures the uniform scaling of the network’s width, depth,
and resolution. Out of many variants proposed by the authors, we use the baseline variant
EfficientNet-B0, which is five times lighter compared to the ResNet50 model but delivers
nearly 1.5% better top-1 accuracy.
The network of this particular variant can be seen as shown in Figure 3. This variant has Top-1 accuracy of 77.1% and Top-5 accuracy of 93.3% with only 5.3M learnable
parameters instead of 26M parameters of the Resnet50 model. The downsized images after
specific preprocessing are passed to this model. The features outputted from EfficientNet-
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B0 are then pooled globally before we pass them to a Fully Connected layer, classifying
them against 16 classes of RVL-CDIP. In another experiment, we take the images from the
Tobacco-3482 dataset, pass them through similar preprocesses and the model structure.
Finally, we pass the features from the model to global pooling and Fully Connected layers
to classify against 10 classes of Tobacco-3482.

Figure 3. The architecture of EfficientNet [21]. As we can see, it consists of only fewer layers and
lesser parameters. The ‘x’ marks on the top indicate the number of such layers present.

3.2. Textual Stream
In this stream, the textual information is extracted from the documents. Since both
the datasets we use for our experiments have only images, the first step is to convert
the images to an equivalent textual representation. For this purpose, we employ the
Tesseract-OCR. In particular, we use the text extracted from the Tesseract-4 OCR engine.
This engine is based on LSTM and simultaneously performs line recognition and character
pattern recognition. This generated text contains various symbols and non-alphanumeric
characters apart from the punctuation. Unnecessary words/characters that do not add any
significance are removed as stopword removal and text preprocessing. Although this helps
retain meaningful and weighted words, the text will still contain some meaningless words
or malformed words generated from the OCR engine. Moreover, some words are missing in
the text due to OCR errors. To address both of the issues, we employ fine-tuned BERT in the
next step. Furthermore, It is important to note that in order to address Out-of-Vocabulary
(OOV) or malformed words, BERT uses a WordPiece tokenization technique. With the
help of this, we predict the missing words and generate the dynamic word embedding
using the contextual sentence vectors by summing the corresponding word embedding
and segment embedding. Therefore, the words from different contexts will have a different
entry for embedding, which the model can further use. The details regarding BERT are
explained below.
BERT: BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It
encodes the text bi-directionally and requires minimal architectural changes for any downstream natural language processing tasks using a pre-trained transformer encoder. There are
two variants of BERT, namely BERT-Base and BERT-Large. According to [22], the base version consists of 12 layers (transformer blocks), 12 attention heads, and 110 million parameters.
The large version consists of 24 layers (transformer blocks), 16 attention heads, and 340 million parameters. In our experiments, we use the base version for fine-tuning and obtaining
the word embedding. Before fine-tuning or fetching word embedding, BERT needs a special
text preprocessing.
The BERT input sequence consists of text tokens and two other unique tokens,
i.e., [CLS] and [SEP]. The input to BERT consists of the concatenation of these tokens.
The training of BERT functions is based on predicting an unknown token. To this end, it
randomly replaces a token with another special token [MASK] and tries to predict the word
from the context. This step helps BERT to understand the context better in the sentence.
This particular token is used only in pretraining and not in other cases.
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Every input embedding of BERT is a combination of three embeddings, namely
position embedding, segment embedding, and token embedding, as we can see in Figure 4.
Positional embedding is necessary to obtain the word’s position in the given sentence
input. This embedding is essential since it helps BERT to understand the word order. BERT
takes sentence pairs as inputs in understanding the context better. Hence it learns a unique
embedding for both the sentences to distinguish between them. This is accomplished
with segment embedding. As mentioned above, BERT depends on WordPiece token
vocabulary. The token embedding is necessary for this. For example, if the word is
‘playing’, this embedding splits the token as ‘play’ and ‘##ing’. With these, BERT handles
Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words.

Figure 4. Here we can see the typical breakdown of the pair of sentences into three embeddings,
Token embedding, Sentence embedding, and Transformer positional Embedding. The exciting thing
about BERT is that it can differentiate between the same word ’bank’ used in different contexts in
two separate sentences.

After preprocessing, it can be passed on to the pre-trained BERT-Base model, which
has 12 layers of transformer encoders. The output from any of these layers can be taken
out as the word embedding as they are highly contextualized. However, it is always better
to consider top layers, since more contextual information is added. With some studies and
experiments, it is observed that taking the final four layers and combining them has given
better word embedding [50]. As it is clear that there can be different ways to combine the
results, and it is entirely data-dependent, we experimented with different strategies and
obtained F1 scores for each of them on top frequent tokens from text data.
As we can see from Figure 5, both concatenation and summation of the final four layers
yield a similar result. We chose the summation approach over concatenation to reduce the
embedding dimension. Using summation, results would hold all the information. The only
shortcoming of this approach is using a pre-trained BERT-Base model. Although it is
trained on a massive dataset and is generic enough to understand, it still precisely lacks
knowledge of our corpus. Thus, we decided to fine-tune this BERT-Base model on our text
corpus. We extract word embedding after the model is trained. Since the context is a prime
focus of the BERT transformers, training it for our text helps the model learn context better.
The fine-tuned BERT achieved an F1 score of 96.5 for the same set of tokens.
We freeze all the layers of the BERT-Base model except the last four layers and add a
fully connected layer to classify the text documents. Even if the text size is small, the broad
range BERT model can smartly pick up with the context. Unlike any LSTM or GRU-based
model, BERT requires no more than 4 epochs to understand the entire corpus. Once this
fine-tuning is done, the weights are frozen, and the fully connected layer is removed.
The final embedding is obtained from the vector formed by the summation of the final four
layers. This embedding is used for the textual stream model.
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Figure 5. This Figure depicts different strategies for obtaining better embedding for our problem.
Each layer in the figure corresponds to the layer of the BERT-Base, which consists of 12 layers of
transformer encoders.

HAN: In the next step, we use the HAN model proposed by Yang et al. [5]. This
attention network learns the text both from sentence level and word level. By forming the
hierarchy of documents, sentences, and words, it tries to learn the linked low-level features.
It helps to differentiate highly overlapped classes of documents and also understand at
the same time their global contexts. As seen in Figure 6, HAN has 2 hierarchies for word
and sentence. For each of these components, it has an encoder and attention. For instance,
consider a document Di , which has n number of sentences in it, and in turn, each sentence
has m number of words. Contextualized word vectors are then obtained by passing these
words through a fine-tuned BERT embedding. Further, Bidirectional GRU [51] is used to
encode these vectors in both directions.

Figure 6. This figure depicts the architecture of Hierarchical Attention Network [5]. First, all the
words are passed through Bi-directional GRU (F representing forward, B representing backward) to
form the encoder. Then they are then passed to an attention network. These sets of words are then
mapped to their corresponding sentence from the input, which goes through a similar process of
Bi-directional GRU and Attention. The final vector V then represents the feature vector, which can
be used to classify with softmax or combined with the feature vector of the visual stream to form a
Two-stream model.
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For attention, the encoded-word He is fed through MLP with tanh activation. This
is then normalized before taking the weighted sum that eventually forms the sentence
si . On similar grounds, the sentence level encoding and attention are computed. Finally,
bidirectional GRU is applied on each sentence s j+1 , and annotation is obtained. This is
then fed through MLP with tanh activation again. After normalizing it, the weighted
summation provides us with the document vector. This information can be used to classify
the corresponding class when we pass it through fully connected layers. The need to train
on huge datasets is reduced significantly because of such meticulously formed model and
dynamic word embeddings. Thus, in the second experiment, when the model is trained
with just the Tobacco-3482 dataset, we obtain state-of-the-art results.
3.3. Ensembling Visual and Textual Streams
This is the final and most important step in our process. Since the visual stream
performs poorly for some classes and the textual stream performs poorly for other classes,
the assembled result is taken from both the streams and then passed on to a convolutional
layer. These features are then pooled globally before being passed to a fully connected layer
to classify them against 10 classes of the Tobacco-3482 dataset. For assembling, similar
to the work of Souhail et al. [11], we tried out both equal concatenation and average
assembling. Therefore, we ensure that both image and text streams have the same feature
vector dimension. We empirically found out that equal concatenation worked better, which
can mathematically be represented as follows:
Xens = Ximage + Xtext ,

Ximage ∈ Rd , Xtext ∈ Rd

(1)

where + is the concatenation operator and Xens refers to an ensembled feature of the
shape R2d .
4. Experimental Results
4.1. Datasets
For this work, we have used 2 publicly available datasets, namely RVL-CDIP [8] and
Tobacco-3482 [52].
4.1.1. RVL-CDIP
RVL-CDIP stands for Ryerson Vision Lab Complex Document Information Processing.
It is a huge dataset with 400,000 grayscale images belonging to 16 different classes, viz,
Advertisement, Budget, E-mail, File folder, Form, Handwritten, Invoice, Letter, Memos,
News article, Presentation, Questionnaire, Resume, Scientific publication, Scientific report,
and Specification. The total sample is distributed equally across all the classes, with each
class consisting of 25,000 images. Out of 400,000 images, 320,000 images are used as training
images, 40,000 images are used as validation, and the remaining 40,000 images are used for
testing. This huge dataset which is a subset of IIT-CDIP [53], is another publicly available
dataset. This dataset, in turn, is a subset of a legacy Tobacco Document Library [54].
4.1.2. Tobacco-3482
Tobacco-3482 is another publicly available dataset that contains 3482 images belonging
to 10 different classes extracted from the Legacy Tobacco Document Library [54]. Except for
the Note and Report class, all others are already included in the RVL-CDIP dataset. The example images from each of the 10 classes in Tobacco-3482 are shown in Figure 1. Unlike
the RVL-CDIP dataset, the distribution of the samples across the classes is not the same.
Figure 7 shows a histogram of this distribution. Hence, to address this unequal distribution,
we leverage the well-defined protocol used by Afzal et al. [1]. Here, we create 100 partitions
on the dataset with different training and test size ranging between 20 and 100. The images
are then randomly assigned to both sets according to their size. Finally, we divide the
training set into two sets comprising 80% and 20% samples, respectively.
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Figure 7. This figure shows the overall distribution of samples across all the classes in the Tobacco3482 dataset.

4.2. Experimental Setup
The pre-processing steps for the experiments can be broadly divided into text preprocessing and image pre-processing as we consider both modalities while training.
As the dataset is originally an image dataset, we need to extract the text from the
image before starting with a textual stream. For this purpose, we use Tesseract-OCR as
mentioned above. Although this LSTM-based powerful engine can extract the text with
reasonable accuracy, the text still contains a lot of misspellings or letters not correctly
recognized because of the discrepancies in the source image itself. For instance, from
Figure 8A,B, we can observe a high amount of noise in the source image for the OCR
engine to extract the content. Although we can obtain most content, it will still have many
incorrect texts or misspellings. Besides, even the correctly extracted text contains a high
number of stop words. To help the text model learn the context easily, we apply some
of the Natural Language Processing techniques. In our experiment, we first remove all
incorrect characters or symbols. Then, we remove stop words from the cleaned text and
retain them with stemmed words. This pre-processing plays a vital role in classifying the
text accurately.

Figure 8. The image samples (A,B) depict the scenarios where the text is blurred or has too much noise
leads OCR to extract the text incorrectly. Thus, the text contains incorrect characters or misspellings.

For the visual stream, we use EfficientNet, which accepts a fixed-size input of 384 × 384.
Therefore, as a first step, we downsample all the images (originally in the size of 1000 × 750)
to 384 × 384. Most of the image pre-processing required for the model is included in standard deep learning libraries. However, the networks trained on the ImageNet dataset
require a 3-channel input. Therefore, we convert the grayscale images to RGB images by
copying the same content in all channels.
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4.3. Implementation Details
In this section, we will go through the implementation details. In the first step of the
textual stream, the text is passed through fine-tuned BERT. For this purpose, we implement
a fine-tuned BERT. We use a maximum of 25 sentences per document and a maximum of
10,000 words to improve performance while not hindering the accuracy. The tokens and
segments are stacked together and passed on to the BERT model which is fine-tuned for
the text corpus. From the features returned model, the final 4 layers are summed to obtain
the vector used as the embedding for the given word token. The fine-tuned BERT handles
the cases for OOV and malformed words.
Once we have the embedding matrix ready from the previous step, we will use that in
the embedding layer of the HAN model that learns word level and sentence level features
hierarchically with the help of the TimeDistributed function. This whole model is trained
on RVL-CDIP in one experiment and Tobacco-3482 in another. We experimented with
a wide range of hyperparameters such as initial learning rate, batch size, etc. However,
in this section, we list only the hyperparameter values that worked best. We use RMSProp
optimizer with the learning rate of 0.001, ∂ of 0.9 and e of 1.0. The model is trained with a
batch size of 100 for 20 epochs. Categorical cross-entropy is used as the loss. We use early
stopping criteria and quit if the loss does not change significantly for at least 4 epochs.
For the visual stream, we employ EfficientNet-B0 for classifying the images. It is
trained with the Adam optimizer with the initial learning rate of 0.001, β1 0.9, and β2 0.999.
We use the custom learning rate scheduler while training. In a total of 20 epochs of training,
we train the first 3 epochs with an initial learning rate and then reduce it to 0.0001 for
the next 4 iterations. The rest of the iterations are trained with a learning rate of 0.00001.
Furthermore, we use Early stopping by monitoring the validation accuracy for a minimum
delta of 0.001.
Finally, the two-stream combined model is trained with the Adam optimizer with the
learning rate of 0.001 for 20 epochs and batch size of 100. We use categorical cross-entropy
as loss for the classification problem against 10 classes of the Tobacco-3482 dataset. We train
and evaluate all three steps mentioned above using NVIDIA V100 (Volta) with 32 GB HBM2.
While training on a massive dataset such as RVL-CDIP, we used 3 GPUs for parallelization
and faster training. It immensely helped in reducing the computation time, approximately
67% compared to a single processor, and elevated the performance. However, parallel
processing was not required to train it on a smaller dataset such as Tobacco-3482, as a single
GPU could deliver expected results and reasonable training duration.
4.4. Results
This section will discuss the results we have obtained through the two experiments
conducted as part of this work. In the first experiment, we first trained the model on
RVL-CDIP. On its evaluation, the predictions were as accurate as 95.48%. We then took this
model and used transfer learning to test it on the Tobacco-3482 dataset. We achieved an
accuracy of 95.7%, which is nearly equal to the state-of-the-art result by Souhail et al. [11]
with the value of 96.94%. While the EfficientNet standalone gave the accuracy of around
94.04%, the number was elevated as a combination with the textual stream, which had
dynamic word embedding and hierarchical attention networks. The overall accuracy
compared to prior approaches are listed below in Table 1.
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Table 1. Accuracy comparison of the proposed method to the former methods on Tobacco-3482
dataset. Our work surpasses all previous performance compared to only those approaches that do
not train on the bigger dataset. We have highlighted best performing method in bold.

Imagenet + RVL-CDIP

Imagenet + No RVL-CDIP

Authors

Image

Both Modalities

Image

Both Modalities

Kumar et al. (2014) [55]

-

-

43.8

-

Kang et al. (2014) [56]

-

-

65.37

-

Afzal et al. (2015) [1]

-

-

77.6

-

Harley et al. (2015) [8]

89.8

-

79.9

-

Noce et al. (2016) [12]

-

-

-

79.8

Afzal et al. (2017) [7]

91.13

-

-

-

Das et al. (2018) [9]

92.21

-

-

-

Audebert et al. (2019) [23]

-

-

84.5

87.8

Asim et al. (2019) [10]

93.2

95.8

-

-

Souhail et al. (2020) [11]

91.3

96.94

-

-

Javier et al. (2020) [13]

94.04

94.9

85.99

89.47

Our approach

94.04

95.7

86.0

90.3

The focus of this paper lies with the second experiment, in which we circumvent the
long training period taken in other approaches. In this experiment, instead of training on
the large corpus and then transferring the learning, we directly train on the smaller dataset,
Tobacco-3482, for both images and text and then classify the test data. As a result, we obtain
an accuracy of 90.3% which is nearly 1% more than the state-of-the-art [13]. The earlier
approach of Javier et al. [13] has an accuracy of 89.47% and [23] has an accuracy of 87.8%.
Furthermore, the improved network also helped increase the processing time for each
image. For each image under inference, the network takes a maximum of 105 ms (55 ms
for textual stream and 50 ms for visual stream) which is significantly less when assessed
from the user’s perspective. According to a user experience survey [57], a user will expect
results in the range of 1-3 seconds, and any latency more than 10 seconds is terrible. We
can see that our computation time lies well within this acceptable range.
This considerable improvement in accuracy is due to the proposed pipeline that uses
hierarchical attention networks and fine-tuned BERT embedding. As an ablation study,
when BERT embedding was replaced by FastText word embedding, the result was poorer
than the result of [13]. The experiment by Javier et al. [13] was the other way round where
they used a fine-tuned BERT model. When both of these were employed together, we could
achieve almost 1% higher accuracy than them.
5. Discussion and Evaluation of the Results
In this section, we will evaluate the results in detail. We will walk through some
examples where the model behaved differently than expected, for example, incorrectly classified to a different class. We will also discuss possible future directions for improvements.
Figure 9 shows some examples of correctly and wrongly classified documents.
First, as we train the model initially on RVL-CDIP dataset for the first experiment, we
set all hyper-parameters. Then, once we receive good results, we proceed with transfer
learning. As we can see in Figure 10, although all the classes are classified correctly to a
greater extent, some of the classes are confused with other classes ranging from 3 to 4%.
This high misclassification is due to more overlapping features between them. For example,
the two classes, Scientific Publication and Scientific Report, are mutually misclassified
in almost 3% of the cases. Furthermore, if we look carefully into a few images of the
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classes Scientific report and Presentation, we can see many similarities in visual and textual
features. That explains the failure for around 4% of the cases in the confusion matrix.
Furthermore, if we look at the classes E-mail and Memo, we see that they have minimal
overlap with any other classes, which is justified by the precise boundary of the features
from other class features.

Figure 9. This figure is a collection of 10 different images taken randomly from the dataset, in which
5 of them are successfully classified, while the other 5 were incorrectly classified. The potential
reasons for failure in identifying the classes of these input images are discussed in detail in Section 5.

Figure 10. The figure depicts the confusion matrix of the model on RVL-CDIP test data.

As depicted in Figure 11, the overall behavior of the model can be understood while
being tested on the Tobacco-3482 dataset. Whether or not the model is pre-trained with
the RVL-CDIP dataset, the model can easily classify certain classes such as E-mail, Form,
Memo, etc. As we can see in Figure 1, classes such as E-mail, Form, and Memo have
apparent visual and textual features completely independent and non-overlapping with
other classes. Hence, both visual and textual streams deliver the features that help the
classifier categorize them into their corresponding classes.
However, this section focuses on those scenarios where the classifier failed to classify
the input with its respective class. As we can see from the Confusion Matrix Figure 11,
the model with no pretraining on the RVL-CDIP dataset performs better on most of the
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classes except for News, Note, and Scientific. On a higher level, the reason is that these
classes have a high overlapping number of features with other classes. While the visual
stream fails to identify these classes, the textual stream fails because of potentially having
less text, or improper text extracted by the OCR engine due to blurred and noisy images.

Figure 11. These are the confusion matrixes for the models from two different experiments carried
out in this paper. The Model_1 matrix on the left is a model without RVL-CDIP pretraining, instead
directly trained and tested on the Tobacco-3482 dataset. The Model_2 matrix on the right is a model
trained on RVL-CDIP prior and then trained and tested on the Tobacco-3482 dataset. The visual
stream in both methods uses pre-trained ImageNet weights in this model.

Let us consider an image from the class News, which visually resembles another class
Report. For instance, let the input image be the image from News, as shown in the Figure 12.
The model trained only on the Tobacco-3482 dataset classifies it as Report. Although it
contains the strong News features in the lower half of the image, the upper half is similar
to the Report. Due to the limited data availability, the model fails to classify it correctly.
However, the same image input while passed through a model which is pre-trained on
RVL-CDIP dataset, because of a wide variety of data it has learned upon, the attention
network and visual features classify it as News. We can see such subtle differences from the
confusion matrix [11] with some other classes as well. The false classification of Scientific
for Advertisement, News for Report, Advertisement for News, etc. can be improved with
RVL-CDIP pre-training.

Figure 12. The sample image inputs from two classes News and Report. As we can see from the
two images, the image of News matches the image from Report to a greater extent in visual features.

Overall, for both the models, we can see that the class Scientific is poorly classified.
A careful study on this has been done on why and when the classifier fails. It is observed
that the classifier failed to identify properly the class Scientific, but no other classes were
mixed up with Scientific. During analysis, we found that there are only a few defining
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features for the class Scientific. It mostly resembles another class, Report, with clear-cut
features in both textual and visual streams. As we can see in Figure 13 the image from
Scientific is very much similar to the one from Report. It is both visually and textually
impossible to make a clear decision. Since the features for Report are fixed because of its
discipline, even the scientific is confused with being a Report in this case. Furthermore,
another class Advertisement resembles some of the images of class Scientific. The samples
are depicted in Figure 13 for reference. In addition to overlapping features, another reason
for poor performance in the Scientific class is the amount of noise in the images from this
class. As we can see from Figure 8, the image (A), which belongs to the class Scientific, has
so much noise that it has blurred the text. As a result, the OCR engine fails to extract the
exact text, and thus even the textual stream, which is supposed to identify the class based
on attention and contextual information fails to identify the image correctly. One future
direction to improve the performance is to augment the data with synthetically generated
images that can highlight the salient features.

Figure 13. This figure portrays two different scenarios in which the class Scientific resembles other
classes such as Report and Advertisement.

6. Conclusions
We presented an efficient multimodal neural network EmmDocClassifier for document
image classification. We show that the network works reasonably well even with a small
amount of data. We attribute this capability of the network to improved textual feature
learning that uses the Hierarchical Attention Network. In our experiments, we train the
proposed network on the Tobacco-3482 dataset from scratch. We obtain an accuracy of
90.3%. We outperform the current state-of-the-art [13] and reduce the relative error by 7.9%.
The efficiency of the proposed network is attributed to the EfficientNet-B0 that is used for
the feature extraction from the visual stream. Finally, the assembling of both the streams
enriched the overall understanding, leading to convincingly high performance despite the
smaller training dataset. Furthermore, the reduction in the size of the network is about 80%.
As a result, we reduce both the training and the inference time. While other approaches
use huge networks that are difficult to use on-device training, the proposed network with a
little bit of modification is suitable for this purpose. In future, we are planning to improve
the results by introducing co-attention between the two modalities. Another interesting
future direction is a further reduction in the size of the network.
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